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The Tomato Cf-2 Disease Resistance Locus
Comprises Two Functional Genes
Encoding Leucine-Rich Repeat Proteins

Mark S. Dixon, David A. Jones, James S. Keddie,* The tomato Cf-9 gene confers resistance to isolates of
Cladosporium fulvum, which express the correspondingColwyn M. Thomas, Kate Harrison,

and Jonathan D. G. Jones Avr9 gene. This has been the sole member of a second
class, predicted to be predominantly extracytoplasmic,Sainsbury Laboratory

John Innes Centre with a C-terminal membrane anchor and no nucleotide-
binding site (Jones et al., 1994). The extracytoplasmicColney Lane

Norwich, NR4 7UH domain consists primarily of LRRs, and the predicted
cytoplasmic domain of Cf-9 is only 25 amino acids. TheUnited Kingdom
tomato Pto gene, conferring resistance to a bacterial
pathogen, is a member of a third class and encodes a
serine/threonine protein kinase, but lacks LRRs (MartinSummary
et al., 1993). The rice Xa21 gene, also conferring resis-
tance to a bacterial pathogen, carries features of bothIn plants, resistance to pathogens is frequently deter-
the latter classes, encoding a transmembrane proteinmined by dominant resistance genes, whose products
kinase with 23 extracellular LRRs (Song et al., 1995).are proposed to recognize pathogen-encoded aviru-

To understand how R gene products recognize spe-lence gene (Avr) products. The tomato resistance lo-
cific pathogen molecules and activate plant defenses,cus Cf-2 was isolated by positional cloning and found
we have studied the interaction between cultivated to-to contain two almost identical genes, each conferring
mato (Lycopersicon esculentum) and C. fulvum. Severalresistance to isolates of tomato leaf mould (C. fulvum)
different R genes that confer resistance to differentexpressing the corresponding Avr2 gene. The two Cf-2
races of C. fulvum have been reported (Stevens andgenes encode protein products that differ from each
Rick, 1988), of which Cf-2, Cf-3, Cf-4, Cf-5, and Cf-9other by only threeamino acids and contain 38 leucine-
have received particular attention (Jones et al., 1993;rich repeat (LRR) motifs. Of the LRRs, 20 show ex-
Hammond-Kosack and Jones, 1994), leading to the iso-tremely conserved alternating repeats. The C-termi-
lation of Cf-9 (Jones et al., 1994). Several Cf genes havenus of Cf-2 carries regions of pronounced homology
been identified in wild species and subsequently bredto the protein encoded by the unlinked Cf-9 gene. We
into cultivated tomato to generate near isogenic linessuggest that this conserved region interacts with other
(NILs; see Experimental Procedures).Both Cf-2 and Cf-9proteins involved in activating plant defense mecha-
were identified in Lycopersicon pimpinellifolium spe-nisms.
cies, whereas Cf-5 was identified in the land race, L.
esculentum var. cerasiforme. Two Avr genes, Avr4 andIntroduction
Avr9, have been cloned from C. fulvum and shown to
encode small, secreted cysteine-rich peptides, whichResistance (R) genes in plants play a crucial role in
are candidate ligands for the Cf-4 and Cf-9 gene prod-preventing disease. Many R genes are dominant, or in-
ucts, respectively (Joosten et al., 1994; van Kan et al.,completely dominant, and require specific dominant
1991). C. fulvum races carrying Avr4or Avr9 areavirulentavirulence (Avr) genes in the pathogen for their function
on tomato lines that carry the corresponding R genes(Flor, 1946). This genetic interaction between plant and
Cf-4 or Cf-9.pathogen led to the current view that such R genes

To understand Cf gene function, it is clearly desirableencode receptors for Avr gene–dependent pathogen
to compare the sequences of several different R genemolecules (reviewed by Staskawicz et al., 1995). Upon
products. Regions that have high homology betweenrecognition of these molecules, R gene products acti-
different R genes might play a role in conserved func-vate plant defense mechanisms. These defenses in-
tions such as initiating a signal transduction chain,clude rapid production of an oxidative burst resulting in
whereas divergent regions might participate in specificcell wall cross-linking, localized cell death (the hyper-
binding to a unique ligand. After isolating Cf-9, our ob-sensitive response), salicylic acid biosynthesis, and in-
jective has been to isolate other Cf genes to allow suchduction of genes characteristic of systemic acquired
comparisons to be made.resistance (Levine et al., 1994; Ward et al., 1991; Lamb,

1994).
R genes fall into several distinct classes. The tobacco Results

N gene, the Arabidopsis RPS2 and RPM1 genes, and
the flax L6 gene confer resistance, respectively, to viral, A Rare Recombinant between Cf-2 and Cf-5
bacterial, and fungal pathogens, but they all encode Defines a Physical Location for Cf-2
proteins that are probably cytoplasmic, contain multiple Earlier work mapped the Cf-2 resistance locus to chro-
leucine-rich repeats (LRRs), and a nucleotide-binding mosome 6 between the restriction fragment length poly-
site (Whitham et al., 1994; Bent et al., 1994; Mindrinos morphism (RFLP) marker GP79 and the isozyme marker
et al., 1994; Grant et al., 1995; Lawrence et al., 1995). Aps-1 (Dickinson et al., 1993). Recently, Cf-2 has been

more precisely positioned between the RFLP loci
MG112 and CT119, which in Cf0 L. esculentum (suscep-*Present address: Departmentof Plant Biology, University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley, Berkeley, California 94720. tible to all races of C. fulvum) are only 30 kb apart (Dixon
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Figure 1. Analysis of a Recombinant be-
tween Cf-2 and Cf-5

(A) Schematic representations of regions of
chromosome 6 areshown for key plants in the
crosses used to identify the rare recombinant
between Cf-2 and Cf-5 (V454). The linear or-
der of closely linked RFLP probes are shown,
and the genotype of each marker is denoted
by superscripted text. The 0/5 superscript in-
dicates that no polymorphism has been iden-
tified that reveals a difference between the
Cf0 and Cf5NILs; the question mark indicates
that the marker reveals a pattern that does
not conform entirely to that of any of the pa-
rental genotypes. F1 designates the plant de-
rived from crossing Cf2 to Cf5, while V454
indicates the recombinant chromosome
identified in the single disease-sensitive plant
(V454) among 12,000 progeny of a test cross
of the F1 heterozygote to Cf0.

(B) Hybridization of the RFLP marker SC3-8 to Cf0 (0), Cf2 (2), Cf5 (5), and a homozygote for the V454 recombinant chromosome (V). Closed
arrowheads indicate the positions of bands specific for L. pimpinellifolium DNA introgressed with Cf-2. Molecular weights in kilobases are
indicated to the left.
(C) The same blot as in (B) hybridized with a 5.5 kb HindIII probe derived from Cf0 encompassing part of the region designated as MG112B
together with some flanking sequences. Closed arrowheads identify Cf2-specific bands that are present in the recombinant V454, and the
open arrowhead identifies a novel band not present in either the Cf2 or Cf5 parents.

et al., 1995). The probe MG112 hybridizes strongly to a 1995) and confirms the MG112A region as L. esculentum
var. cerasiforme in V454 (data not shown) and thus distallocation in L. esculentum (Cf0) DNA designated MG112A

and more weakly to an adjacent (z5 kb proximal) loca- to Cf-2. Two polymorphic RFLP markers, SC3-8 (Figure
1B) and CT119, which map nearby on the proximal sidetion MG112B. Analysis of DNA from plants recombinant
of Cf-2, are both genotypically L. pimpinellifolium (Cf2)for RFLP markers around this region place Cf-2 between
in V454, indicating that recombination has occurred be-the markers MG112A and CT119. A cosmid contig span-
tween SC3-8 and MG112A. SC3-8 identifies a small fam-ning the equivalent position in the susceptible Cf0 ge-
ily of related sequences, one of which shows a polymor-nome was established and carries regions correspond-
phism between the Cf0 and Cf2 NILs (Figure 1B). Theseing to the locus MG112B. This cloned region in Cf0,
data rule out MG112A as a candidate for Cf-5 and SC3-8which includes the region designated MG112B, was hy-
as a candidate for Cf-2, since the V454 plant that carriespothesized to carry sequences homologous to Cf-2
these two alleles is susceptible to races of C. fulvum(Dixon et al., 1995). The order of RFLP markers within
expressing the corresponding Avr2 and Avr5 genes.this region is indicated in Figure 1A. The Cf-5 gene,

A probe (probe C) comprising a 5.5 kb HindIII fragmentderived from L. esculentum var. cerasiforme, has been
derived from Cf0, which contains part of the region des-assigned to the same map location and is either allelic
ignated as MG112B together with some flanking se-with, or very closely linked to, Cf-2 (Jones et al., 1993;
quences (Figure 2A), reveals a hybridization pattern inDickinson et al., 1993).
V454 different from both the parental Cf2 and Cf5 geno-To investigate further the close linkage of Cf-2 and
types (Figure 1C). Forexample, XbaI-digested V454 DNACf-5, and to exploit this proximity for high resolution
contains many of the probe C–homologous bands char-analysis by recombination, we crossed a line containing
acteristic of Cf2 (Figure 1C, closed arrowheads). How-Cf-2 (Cf2) to a line containing Cf-5 (Cf5) to generate a
ever, one band is missing, and a new band, absent fromdoubly heterozygous F1 plant carrying a single copy
either parental genotype, is apparent (Figure 1C, openof each resistance locus (Figure 1A). This F1 was test
arrowhead). This suggests that the recombination eventcrossed to a line lacking any detectable Cf genes (Cf0),
in V454 took place in, or close to, a region of probe Cand approximately 12,000 test cross-progeny were
homology and implies that probe C could hybridize toscreened for susceptible plants by inoculation with a
both the Cf-2 and Cf-5 genes. The same blot probedrace of C. fulvum (race 4 GUS) that expresses theEsche-
with SC3-8 indicates approximately equal DNA loadingrichia coli b-glucuronidase (GUS) gene (Oliver et al.,
compared with Cf2 and Cf5 (Figure 1B). The reduced1993). All progeny should carry either Cf-2 or Cf-5 and
hybridization toprobe C in the V454 recombinant (Figurebe resistant except where recombination has occurred
1C) could have arisen if Cf-2 and Cf-5 are both partbetween the two. A single susceptible individual (V454)
of a multigene family and V454 arose by an unequalwas identified and shown to carry a recombinant chro-
crossover event that reduced the copy number in themosome 6 by using RFLP markers known to be closely
recombinant chromosome to less than that in eitherlinked to Cf-2 (Dixon et al., 1995) (Figure 1A). To simplify
parent.subsequent RFLP analysis, we identified an F2 individ-

ual homozygous for the recombinant chromosome from
self-progeny of V454. The RFLP marker GP79, which Isolation of Binary Vector Cosmid

Clones Carrying Cf-2maps distal to Cf-2, reveals an L. esculentum hybridiza-
tion pattern in V454 (data not shown). The probe MG112 To clone Cf-2, we used genomic DNA from plants homo-

zygous for the Cf-2 and Cf-9 resistance genes to con-identifies polymorphisms between the NILs Cf0, Cf2,
and Cf5 with all restriction enzymes tested (Dixon et al., struct a binary vector cosmid library. We employed the
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into a single contig (Figure 2A). This map shows colinear-
ity with the corresponding region from L. esculentum
(Dixon et al., 1995). However, there are two MG112B
regions with similar restriction maps, which could re-
present a gene duplication in L. pimpinellifolium rela-
tive to Cf0 (Figure 2A). All major MG112- and probe
C–hybridizing bands on genomic Southern blots can be
explained by the sequences contained within this Cf-2
cosmid contig.

Complementation in Transgenic Plants
Reveals Two Functional Cf-2 Genes
Four independent clones (cosmids 82, 89, 94, and 141)
were mobilized into Agrobacterium and used to trans-
form susceptible tomato plants. Transgenic plants were
selected and screened for resistance to race 4 GUS C.
fulvum (Figure 2D). All four plants carrying cosmid 82,
and 11 of 16 plants transformed with cosmid 94, were
resistant to C. fulvum (Figure 2D). Fungal biomass was
estimated by staining for GUS activity using X-Gluc
(5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-glucuronide cycloam-
monium salt) and showed that, at a macroscopic level,
resistant transgenic plants were as resistant as control
Cf2 plants. All transgenic plants carrying cosmids 89
and 141 remained fully susceptible. These data define
the region containing the Cf-2 gene as the overlap be-
tween cosmids 82 and 94. This region is physically de-Figure 2. Complementation with Cosmids from the Cf-2 Locus
fined as MG112B1 (Figure 2A).(A) Map of SacI (S) and XhoI (X) restriction endonuclease sites in

Upon transfer of cosmid 94 from the recombination-the region carrying overlapping cosmids that hybridize to MG112.
deficient cloning host E. coli SURE tets (Stratagene) toClosed boxes indicate the regions (A and B) that hybridize with the

RFLP marker MG112, while stippled boxes indicate the regions that Agrobacterium, the insert DNA consistently underwent
hybridize with the 5.5 kb HindIII probe derived from Cf0 (probe C) recombination between the two copies of the MG112B
used for Southern blot analysis in Figure 1C. region, such that a chimeric copy of MG112B was al-
(B) Cosmid contig spanning the Cf-2 locus. Horizontal lines repre-

ways created (data not shown). Despite this, the re-sent the inserts contained within eight independent MG112-hy-
sulting transgenic plants were still resistant to C. fulvum,bridizing cosmid clones. The circled letters R and S identify cosmids
suggesting the possibility that both copies of MG112Bor subclones that either confer resistance or fail to confer resistance

(susceptible), respectively, upon transformation. The scale bar indi- may in fact be functional Cf-2 genes.
cates 5 kb. Each copy of MG112B was subcloned to generate
(C) Sequenced regions of cosmid 94 are shown as rectangles. two new binary vector clones, 2-1 carrying a minimal
Hatching indicates the transcribed regions, and closed boxes indi-

MG112B1 region and 2-2 carrying MG112B2 (Figure 2B).cate introns. Horizontal arrows show the direction of transcription.
Transformation of sensitive plants with these clonesBroken lines indicate the location of the sequenced regions with
gave rise to five resistant transformants out of five withrespect to cosmid 94.

(D) Leaves of wild-type plants and plants transformed with cosmid clone 2-1, and 16 resistant transformants out of 18 with
94 after challenge with C. fulvum race 4. Shown are Cf0 (a), Cf2 (b), clone 2-2. These data prove the existence of two inde-
and the first five independent transformants with cosmid 94 (c–g). pendently functional Cf-2 resistance genes.
Southern blot analysis indicates that transformants shown in (c) and

Progeny from all resistant nonpolyploid transformed(d) do not contain an intact copy of Cf-2.
plants were screened with matched races of C. fulvum
either containing or lacking Avr2 (race 5,9 compared
with race 2,5,9). Races of C. fulvum are named after the

binary cosmid vector pCLD04541 (Bent et al., 1994),
resistance genes they can overcome. All progeny were

which carries a kanamycin resistance selectable marker
susceptible to C. fulvum lacking Avr2 (race 2,5,9),

and a multiple restriction enzyme cloning site between
whereas approximately 75% of progeny from each

the left and right T-DNA borders. These features of
transformant were resistant to C. fulvum carrying Avr2

pCLD04541 allow the direct Agrobacterium-mediated
(race 5,9) (data not shown). These data confirm the race-

transfer of cloned plant DNA into plant cells for comple-
specific nature of the resistance genes cloned as Cf-2.

mentation experiments.
Upon screening of the library with RFLP probe MG112,

eight strongly hybridizing pools were identified (see Ex- Structure and Expression
of the Cf-2 Genesperimental Procedures). Clones were plated from each

of the corresponding glycerol stocks, and individual The DNA sequences of both Cf-2 genes, indicated by
the boxed regions in Figure 2C, were determined. Eachclones that hybridized strongly were isolated by stan-

dard procedures. By a combination of restriction map- copy contains a single major open reading frame encod-
ing a polypeptide of 1112 amino acids. Only three nucle-ping, fingerprinting, and DNA hybridization, the cloned

insert DNA in each cosmid was mapped and assembled otides differ between the open reading frames, each
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Figure 4. Analysis of Repeated and Homologous Sequences within
Cf-2 and Cf-9

(A–C) The Cf-2.1 and Cf-9 protein sequences were compared with
themselves and each other using the Genetics Computer Group
program COMPARE (University of Wisconsin). A window of 24 and
a stringency of 18 (75% similarity) was used for each analysis, and
results are displayed as diagon plots. The limits of domain C (the
LRR region) in each protein sequence are indicated on each axis.
The N-terminus of each protein is aligned with the origin of each
graph.
(A) The Cf-2.1 protein compared with itself.

Figure 3. Primary Structure of the Cf-2 Proteins (B) The Cf-9 protein compared with itself.
The amino acid sequences predicted from the DNA sequence of (C) Comparison of Cf-2.1 protein with Cf-9 protein. Arrows identify
Cf-2.2 are shown divided into seven domains (A–G), as described the extent of the high homology in the C-terminal region (see text).
in the text. In domain C, the conserved L of the LRRs is often (D) The Cf-2.1 nucleic acid sequence encompassing the entire open
replaced by V, F, I, or M. These are highlighted in blue, while other reading frame was compared with itself. A window of 72 (one com-
conserved amino acids are shown in red. In domains E and G, acidic plete LRR) and a stringency of 54 (75% identity) was chosen. The
amino acids are highlighted in green, and the basic amino acids are positions for the starts of particular LRRs are indicated on each
in purple. Potential N-linked glycosylation sites are underlined. The axis.
three amino acid differences in Cf-2.1 are placed above their corre-
sponding position in the sequence of Cf-2.2. Numbers to the right
of domain C indicate the specific LRR number. Letters A and B to signal peptide cleavage site is based on the rules de-
the right of the sequence indicate the type of LRR (see text). scribed by von Heijne (1986) and upon the beginning of

the homology with the PGIPs. Domain F is a putative
membrane-spanning region of 24 noncharged amino
acids. Domains E and G are rich in acidic and basicgiving rise to amino acid changes (Figure 3). The se-

quences are identical for 787 bases upstream of the first residues, respectively, consistent with the role of an-
choring and orienting the transmembrane domain withinof three consecutive methionine codons and beyond

that show 95.2% similarity until the end of the deter- the cell membrane. Analysis of the Cf-2 protein using
COMPARE (Genetics Computer Group, University ofmined sequence (z0.9 kb). The genomic DNA sequence

39 to the termination codon to the poly(A) addition site Wisconsin) reveals a highly reiterated repeat structure
through domain C (Figure 4A), which is much more ap-(z0.4 kb) shows 95.3% identity.

When compared with sequences in the GenBank da- parent than inCf-9 (Figure 4B).This internal repeat struc-
ture is particularly conspicuous when diagon plot analy-tabase, Cf-2 shows greatest homology (BlastX score of

483; probability of 1.3 3 e2152) (Altschul et al., 1990) to sis is conducted on the DNA sequence (Figure 4D).
Diagon plot analysis comparing Cf-2 with Cf-9 (FigureCf-9 (Jones et al., 1994) and can be subdivided into

similar functional domains (Figure 3). The major portion 4C) shows two diagonal lines in the region including the
last 9.5 LRRs to the C-termini of both proteins, indicatingof Cf-2, domains B, C, and D, has homology to the

polygalacturonase inhibitor proteins (PGIPs) (Jones et strong homology. BESTFIT analysis (Genetics Computer
Group) identifies these homologies in greater detail andal., 1994), with domain C containing 33 perfect and five

imperfect LRRs. There are 31 potential N-linked glyco- indicates that they extend from the third asparagine in
LRR 29 of Cf-2 (Figure 5). Within this region of similarity,sylation sites within domains B, C, and E. Domain A is a

putative signal peptide of 26 amino acids. The predicted a few specific regions of identity occur. An eight amino
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sequence was determined for the longest clone (cDNA1)
of 3.74 kb derived from Cf-2.2 and was found to contain
most of the open reading frame, lacking only sequences
encoding the first three methionines. Sequence analysis
of cDNA clones identified a single intron in each of the
respective 39 untranslated regions (see Figure 2C). The
introns are of different lengths, 182 bases in Cf-2.1 and
185 bases in Cf-2.2. Both cDNA classes have classical
AATAAA polyadenylation signals located 188 and 186
nt downstream of their respective termination codons.
Significantly, the intron positions within the Cf-2 genes
are placed similarly to the single intron in Cf-9 (D. A. J.,
unpublished data), consistent with a common origin for
these resistance genes.

A probe corresponding to cDNA1 was hybridized to
a Northern blot of 10 mg of poly(A)1 RNA derived from
young leaf tissue of both Cf0 and Cf2 plants. Using
high stringency washing conditions (see Experimental
Procedures), a single weakly expressed band of 3.85 kb
was detected only in the Cf2 RNA (data not shown).

Discussion

Isolation of the Cf-2 Genes
Positional cloning was used to isolate the Cf-2 disease
resistance locus of tomato, which confers resistance to
C. fulvum strains carrying the avirulence gene Avr2. A
rare (one in 12,000) recombination event between Cf-2
and Cf-5 in susceptible plant V454 was crucial to the
localization of the Cf-2 locus to the MG112B region.
Transformation experiments using MG112-homologous
clones from a tomato genomic library made in a binary
cosmid vector enabled us to identify clones that con-
ferred Cf-2 function and then show that the Cf-2 locus
comprises two independently functional genes. No phe-
notypic differences were detected between transgenic
plants carrying either Cf-2.1 or Cf-2.2, suggesting they

Figure 5. The C-Terminal Portions of the Cf-2.1 and Cf-9 Proteins are functionally equivalent. The Cf-2 genes encode poly-
Exhibit Strong Similarity peptides of 1112 amino acids, which differ from each
The C-terminal portions, including the last 12 LRRs, of the predicted other by only three residues. Cf-2.1 and Cf-2.2 resemble
Cf-2.1 and Cf-9 proteins are aligned by the GAP program from the

Cf-9 in that they carry a putative signal peptide, an extra-Genetics Computer Group. Vertical lines represent identity between
cellular LRR domain, and a C-terminal membranea corresponding pair of amino acid residues, a colon represents
anchor.similarity, a single dot represents a low level of similarity, and a gap

represents no similarity. C to G represent the domains shown in
Figure 3 and described in the text. Amino acids shown in bold
identify regions of identity discussed in the text. Interaction between the Cf-2 Genes

and the Ne Necrosis Locus
Introduction of Cf-2 by back-crossing from the red cur-

acid stretch in LRR 32 and a 15 amino acid stretch in rant tomato (L. pimpinellifolium) into larger, fruited L.
LRRs 37 and 38 are particularly conspicuous (Fig- esculentum varieties led to the discovery of an associ-
ure 5). These, along with other conserved regions, are ated trait of spontaneous and destructive autonecrosis
candidates for domains that interact with other molecu- (Langford, 1948). This necrosis is dependent upon the
lar participants in the defense signal transduction L. esculentum gene ne, which in the homozygous state
pathway. leads to a necrotic phenotype in the presence of the

introgressed Cf-2 gene. Cointrogression of the corre-A genomic probe encompassing the entire MG112B1

region was used to screen a cDNA library derived from sponding L. pimpinellifolium Ne locus completely sup-
presses this phenotype (Langford, 1948). This phenome-seedlings carrying both the Cf-2 and Cf-9 genes and

which had been injected with intercellular fluid con- non shows similarities with many disease lesion mimic
mutations characterized in several plant species (Jones,taining avirulence factors (Jones et al., 1994). Eight of

the most strongly hybridizing clones were isolated from 1994; Greenberg et al., 1994; Dietrich et al., 1994; Johal
et al., 1996; Bowling et al.,1994). Introduction of cosmidsapproximately 500,000 recombinant phage, of which five

corresponded to Cf-2.1 and three to Cf-2.2. The entire carrying the Cf-2 gene would also be expected to result
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in a necrotic phenotype in resistant transgenics. How- that of long rods. Preliminary molecular modeling stud-
ies (O. Kolade and A. Hemmings, personal communica-ever, no necrosis matching that of ne was observed in

any primary transformants, indicating that the necrotic tion) suggest that the short LRR motif of Cf-2 and Cf-9
cannot adopt a fold directly analogous to that of PRI. Wephenotype is not dependent upon the presence of Cf-2

alone, but on another linked dominant gene carried on cannot at present distinguish between the two possible
alternative folds, but if Cf-2 were to fold in the b-helicalthe same introgressed region. This is consistent with

the observation that the line Ontario 7620, which carries fashion over all 38 repeats, it would form a molecular
rod approximately 185 Å long. Whichever structure Cf-2Cf-2 on a small introgressed segment, does not display

the necrotic phenotype (D. A. J., unpublished data). adopts, the LRR region could provide a structure on
which a presentational surface can be supported and
as well a mechanism by which diversity and novelty in

The LRR Domain of Cf-2 the presentational surface can rapidly evolve.
The Cf-2 gene encodes the longest uninterrupted
stretch of LRRs so far observed (Kobe and Deisenhofer,
1994). A particularly striking feature of the Cf-2 proteins Comparison of the Cf-2 and Cf-9

Resistance Genes and Modelsis the regularity of the length of the LRRs and the strong
conservation of certain amino acids within the LRRs. for Cf Gene Function

The Cf-2 and Cf-9 proteins both confer recognition ofSeveral of the LRRs can be grouped into two classes,
A and B, based upon their sequence; the A class has the C. fulvum Avr gene products, leading to initiation of the

defense response. Activation by these two resistanceconsensus EEIXYLXSLXXLXLSENALNGSIP, while the B
class has the consensus ASLGNLNNLSXLXLYXNQLSG genes leads to similar physiological changes: the pro-

duction of an oxidative burst, lipid peroxidation, salicylicSIP. Interestingly, these two classes of repeat often al-
ternate with each other to give a second level of re- acid accumulation, and expression of several pathogen-

esis-related proteins (Vera-Estrella et al., 1992; Ashfieldpeated structure (Figure 3). The two classes of LRR in
Cf-2 could act like the alternating A-type and B-type et al., 1994; May et al., 1996; Hammond-Kosack et al.,

1994). A burst of superoxide produced by a mechanismLRRs of porcine ribonuclease inhibitor protein (PRI) in
providing interrepeat interactions that stabilize the ter- analogous to the mammalian NADPH oxidase has been

proposed to be an early event in many plant defensetiary structure (Kobe and Deisenhofer, 1993).
In PRI, neighboring repeats are rotated by 178 around responses (Lamb, 1994). The production of an oxidative

burst precedes the induction of salicylic acid by severalan axis to produce a “horseshoe” tertiary structure
(Kobe and Deisenhofer, 1993). In a protein with 21 or hours in the tomato–C. fulvum interaction (May et al.,

1996). Upon Avr recognition, Cf gene products may alsomore copies of the PRI LRRs, the ends of the protein
would collide. For Cf-2, with 38 repeats, a twist would activate a signal transduction pathway leading to the

transcription of genes which contribute to plant defensebe required to generate a structure similar to part of a
coil. The tertiary structure of Cf-2 might also differ from mechanisms. Activation of an oxidative burst by the Cf-2

and Cf-9 gene products might occur through commonthat of PRI for several other reasons. First, the PRI LRRs
consist of alternating 28 and 29 amino acid repeats, signaling intermediates. Comparison of the Cf-2 and

Cf-9 proteins reveals remarkable homology in theirwhich form a right-handed combination of a short b

strand in the LXXLXL region alternating with an a-helical C-terminal portions and particularly in the last 9.5 LRRs
of domain C (Figure 4C). It is striking that much of theregion whose core consists of three turns. The greater

steric radius of the helix serves to ratchet each LRR by conserved region between Cf-2 and Cf-9 is extracyto-
plasmic. This suggests two kinds of models for how this178 (Kobe and Deisenhofer, 1993). In contrast, the LRRs

of Cf-2 and Cf-9 are on average 24 amino acids long, class of R gene might act (Figure 6). Transmission of a
signal may involve Avr product–dependent interactionand the potential helical region is consequently shorter.

As in Cf-9, the LRRs of Cf-2 contain a proline residue between this region of high identity and domains of a
common or related membrane protein. One such proteinin a position of the repeat corresponding to the potential

helical region. However, prolines can be readily incorpo- might be the NADPH oxidase itself (Figure 6A). Another
(Figure 6B) could be an LRR transmembrane receptorrated near the N-termini of helices. More importantly,

the spacing of leucine residues in this region differs protein kinase, of which there are several examples in
plants, such as TMK1, RLK5 (Chang et al., 1992; Walker,considerably from PRI, suggesting that folding to form

an amphipathic a helix aligned parallel to the b strands 1994), and the product of Xa21, the rice bacterial blight
resistance gene (Song et al., 1995). Conceivably, in theas found in PRI is less likely. This is to be expected, since

formation of a super-twisted repeated b–a structure, if same way that Prf and Pto are both required for Pseu-
domonas resistance in tomato (Salmeron et al., 1994;it occurred, would necessitate some alteration of the

basic helical region, perhaps both in length and relative Martin et al., 1993), Cf function in tomato might require
an Xa21-like gene, and Xa21 function in rice might re-orientation. Finally, the LRRs of Cf-2 are predicted to

be extracellular and have the potential to be highly gly- quire a Cf-9-like gene. This model is reminiscent of Bras-
sica self-incompatibility, which requires both a secretedcosylated, unlike the LRRs of the cytoplasmically lo-

cated PRI, and this could affect their tertiary structure. stigmatic S locus glycoprotein and a stigmatic S-related
kinase, with homology to S locus glycoprotein in itsKobe and Deisenhofer (1994) have speculated that some

LRR proteins assume a b-helical structure analogous to extracellular domain, for recognition of incompatible
pollen (Nasrallah and Nasrallah, 1993).that adopted by pectate lyase C; if this were true for

Cf-2 and Cf-9, they would adopt an alternative structure, Tests of these ideas about Cf gene function will
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A diagon plot comparing the DNA sequence of the
Cf-2 open reading frame against itself reveals a pro-
nounced alternating pattern of A and B repeats (Figure
4D). The diagonal lines of the four consecutive B repeats
(LRRs 12–15) are separated by a spacing of 72 nt (one
complete repeat). However, where the A and B repeats
alternate the spacing is equivalent to 144 nt (two com-
plete repeats). The fact that these repeats are so appar-
ent at the nucleotide level suggests that the multiple
copies were generated by another recent intragenic am-
plification event(s). A region of such highly reiterated
DNA sequences might be associated with an increase
in the rate of intragenic unequal crossing over, and con-
sequently variation could be generated at a higher rateFigure 6. Two Models for Mechanisms by Which Cf-2 and Cf-9
in this domain. If such a domain encoded the ligand-Might Activate the Defense Response upon Avr Product Recognition
binding domain of a receptor, the increased rate of evo-PK, transmembrane protein kinase; PM, plasma membrane. In

model (A), upon Avr recognition by a Cf gene product, the resulting lution might be expected togenerate new binding speci-
complex might directly interact with a membrane-bound NADPH ficities. In this case, new resistance gene alleles might
oxidase, which produces superoxide anions and initiates the plant occasionally be created with the potential to recognize
defense response. In model (B), upon Avr product binding, the re- new pathogens. Further DNA sequence analysis of the
sulting complex interacts with a transmembrane protein kinase anal-

Cf-2 locus and Cf-2 homologs in Cf0, Cf2, and Cf5 willogous to TMK1 or RLK5 (Chang et al., 1992; Walker, 1994) or to
provide insight into the mechanisms that might generateXa21 (Song et al., 1995). Kinase action then triggers subsequent

events that activate an NADPH oxidase. diversity and novelty in the capacity of this R gene family
to recognize potential ligands.

emerge from future work. Genes required for Cf-9 gene Experimental Procedures
function (rcr, required for Cladosporium resistance)

Plant Stocks and Inoculation Procedureshave been identified by mutagenesis (Hammond-Ko-
The NILs of the L. esculentum cultivar Moneymaker carrying eithersack et al., 1994). Currently, mutagenesis of Cf2 plants
Cf-2 (Cf2) or Cf-5 (Cf5) and the original Moneymaker line carrying

is also being performed to identify other genes required no detectable resistance genes for C. fulvum (Cf0) were obtained
for this resistance pathway; this general approach from R. Oliver (University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK). Assays for
should identify partners that interact with the Cf gene disease resistance were performed exactly as described in Dickin-

son et al. (1993).products.
If the membrane-proximal conserved extracytoplas-

General DNA and RNA Methodsmic domains of Cf-2 and Cf-9 interact with a shared
Genomic DNA was extracted from fresh plants as described by

mechanism for initiating the defense response, the vari- Carroll et al. (1995), and Southern blot analysis was performed ac-
able N-terminal domains may play a role in specific cording to Dixon et al. (1995), washing in 0.53 SSC, 0.1% SDS at
recognition. Domain swapping experiments to create 658C. RNA was prepared from young leaf material from 6-week-old

glasshouse-grown tomato plants according to Scofield et al. (1992).chimeric proteins should address this hypothesis and
Polyadenylated (poly[A]1) RNA was prepared by oligo(dT)–cellulosedefine which regions of Cf-2 and Cf-9 are involved in
chromatography using an mRNA purification kit (Pharmacia) ac-ligand recognition and signal transduction.
cording to the instructions of the manufacturer.

Gene Duplication and the Evolution Construction of Cosmid Library
of Resistance Gene Specificities Genomic DNA from plants homozygous for Cf-2 and Cf-9 was ex-

tracted as described by Carroll et al. (1995), except that high molecu-The presence of two nearly identical functional Cf-2
lar weight DNA was recovered by spooling rather than precipitation.genes is in contrast to all other R genes so far character-
All subsequent techniques were carried out according to Sambrookized. Unlike the Cf-9, N, and L6 genes (Jones et al., 1994;
et al. (1989), unless otherwise stated. Further purification of genomicWhitham et al., 1994; Lawrence et al., 1995), transposon
DNA was performed on a cesium chloride–ethidium bromide gradi-

tagging of Cf-2 would probably have been impossible ent. This DNA was partially digested with MboI, dephosphorylated,
owing to the need to inactivate both copies to bring and size fractionated twice on 10%–40% sucrose gradients. Frac-

tionated insert DNA (1 mg) was ligated at 128C for 18 hr in 10 mlabout loss of Cf-2 function. It seems likely that the two
with 250 ng of BamHI-digested pCLD04541 binary cosmid vector.Cf-2 genes arose through a recent gene duplication
Ligated DNA was packaged using commercial extracts (Gigapak;event, since within the open reading frames they have
Stratagene) according to the instructions of the manufacturer andonly diverged by three nucleotide changes. The Cf-9,
transfected into SURE tet-sensitive E. coli (Stratagene). Over

N, and L6 genes hybridize to large multigene families 200,000 recombinant clones were distributed into 144 pools, with
(although, in the case of L6, the multigene family maps each pool containing approximately 1,500 independent clones. Cos-

mids had an average insert size of 18 kb. Based on an estimate forto the homologous M locus), suggesting that gene dupli-
the haploid tomato genome of 900 Mb, the cosmid library shouldcation events are common during R gene evolution
represent approximately four haploid genome equivalents. To facili-(Jones et al., 1994; Whitham et al., 1994; Lawrence et
tate storage and screening, bacteria from each pool were harvestedal., 1995; Ellis et al., 1995). Presumably, a more ancient
and used to prepare glycerol stocks and cosmid DNA. DNA from

duplication event gave rise to the MG112A and MG112B each pool was used for the preparation of slot blots for hybridization
regions from a common ancestor, and since then they with various probes. Once the correct pool was identified, clones

of interest were recovered by plating of a small proportion of thehave diverged in Cf0 and Cf2.
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appropriate glycerol stock, followed by conventional colony filter S.D., and Jones, J.D.G. (1995). High resolution mapping of the physi-
cal location of the tomato Cf-2 gene. Mol. Plant Microbe Interact.hybridization.
8, 200–206.

Ellis, J.G., Lawrence, G.J., Finnegan, E.J., andAnderson, P.A. (1995).Tomato Transformation
Contrasting complexity of two rust resistance loci in flax. Proc. Natl.All DNA for transformation into plant cells was cloned into the binary
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